LookOut! Art Gallery is pleased to host this exhibit of portrait photographs by Tijani Sitou, origi- smooth complexion were predominant criteria. In some cases, he retouched his negatives and
nally curated by Professor Candace Keller for the Indiana University Art Museum, for which the prints to minimize skin imperfections.
following essay was written. Here, Tijani Sitous’s photographs are joined by a small complementary exhibit of works by his son Malick, who carries on his father’s profession.
Beyond such enhancements, in his studio Sitou enabled his patrons to self-consciously create,
display, and record multiple aspects of their self-identities. These include their professions (Fulani
Woman and his own Self-Portrait), recreational
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interests (I Am Adonis [1977, checklist no. 8]
and Pele of Mopti [1983]), religious affiliation
Candace Keller
(God is Great [1980]), ethnicity (Fulani
Woman), and economic and social status (My
Tijani Àdìgún Sitou (1932–1999) first learned photography and made it his profession in the West
Embroidered Boubou and Pretty Radio [1978,
African country of Mali. However, he was not Malian and never considered himself to be a Malian
checklist no. 17] and Good-bye Friends [1976,
photographer. Rather, as the kéké scarification patterns on his cheek show, he was born Yorùbá
checklist no. 5]). A large percentage of Sitou’s
in a small Nigerian town called Sakí, and for more than thirty years he was a self-defined “Yorùbá
clients were among the wealthiest members of
photographer in Mali.” Thus, his ethnicity and profession were crucial to his identity—visually
Mopti’s population. In the 1970s, those were
proclaimed time and again in his numerous self-portraits (checklist no. 24).
primarily local resident and itinerant Bozo fishermen and Fulani herders who wanted to have
Following a geographical trade route and a social network that brought several Yorùbá from his
their picture taken with emblems of modern
hometown to Mali, Sitou arrived in Gao in the mid-1960s. There he met Mahaman Awani (more
urban life. Picturing oneself with possessions
commonly known as Juppau), one of the town’s few professional photographers, and, in 1967, he
and studio props was a way for these individuentered into an apprenticeship with him, learning studio, darkroom, and “reportage” practices.
als to express their financial success, material
What began as a practical livelihood for Sitou readily transformed into his life’s passion and the
values, and aspirations.
vehicle for his artistic expression.
The Fulani man in My Embroidered Boubou and Pretty Radio (checklist no. 17) posed for Sitou’s
camera wearing elaborately embroidered attire, boasting a large portable radio. In this portrait,
these expensive items succinctly convey important facets of the sitter’s identity, such as his personal wealth, status, and modernity. For those less prosperous who wished to claim similar merits in their portraits, Sitou provided props, such as his personal radio. Perhaps the most popular
of these was his telephone, seen in They All Belong to Me (1978), Hello! Hello! (1978), and Do You
Hear Me? (1980). When these photographs were made few people in Mopti could afford telephone service at home, and public phone centers did not become widely available until after
1991. Before then, the population relied on the post office for telephone calls and, more often,
Located at the confluence of the Niger and Bani rivers in central Mali, for several centuries Mopti less costly telegrams for long-distance communication. Therefore, in the studio context, the telehas remained a cultural crossroads and bustling trade center. Its densely concentrated yet ever- phone indicates the aspiration to possess such amenities, rather than the reality of it.
fluctuating population (ca. 74,000 in the 1980s) includes native Moptians and rural migrants of
various ethnicities: Fulani, Bamana, Bozo, Dogon, Songhai, Marka, Mossi, Jokorame, and Yorùbá. To indicate his modern, urban identity and his elevated financial status, the young man in GoodTo satisfy the unique needs of his multiethnic clientele, Sitou furnished his studio with ethnic- bye Friends (checklist no. 5), dressed in a European suit and posed on his scooter. The studio intespecific clothing for use as props and became familiar with the individual languages, related cul- rior was transformed into an idyllic city street: a painted backdrop facilitated the illusion, featuring paved roads, electric lights, and manicured gardens. The urban scene is one that Sitou comtural practices, and particular aesthetic interests of each group.
missioned from Malian artist Sidi Cissé to express the collective values and interests of his clienDuring the 1970s and 1980s, Photo Kodak was the most popular studio in all of Mopti, strategi- tele.
cally located on l’Avenue de l’Independence,
For individuals in Mopti, Western modes of fashion were powerful markers of their cosmopolitan
the only road leading in and out of the city,
sensibilities. In portraits such as I Am Adonis (checklist no. 8), Good-bye Friends (checklist no. 5)
across from the fish market in the center of
and Raouf and Sunday—The Boxer (1981, checklist no. 21), foreign clothing, sunglasses, and cigatown. Its façade, demarcated by a brightly
rettes symbolized an individual’s cultural awareness, status, and ability to access such desirable
painted wall and large Kodak sign, featured a
commodities. Sitou’s son Malick explains that having a portrait made with a “big radio, cigarettes,
window cabinet encasing the most recent of
nice clothes, jewelry and hairstyles, and a big bike was all a part of being sociable; to show that
Sitou’s photographs. Designed in part to adveryou have access to and knowledge of the best things.” These trends continued into the 1980s, as
tise his latest styles and poses, the display atSitou’s clients became increasingly metropolitan— predominantly students, officials, and other
tracted the patronage of many passersby.
urbanites—and wanted to express their contemporary tastes in portraiture.
Thursdays (market days) and Saturdays saw the
most business, particularly in the evening when
However, as My Embroidered Boubou and Pretty Radio (checklist no. 17) illustrates, imported
people were less occupied. The busiest occaproducts from Europe and the United States were not the only emblems of modernity in Mopti.
sions were celebratory events: weddings, the
Locally inspired fashions regularly appear in Sitou’s images, such as See My Henna (checklist no.
Muslim holidays of Ramadan and Tabaski, and
22), Three Little Friends (1984), I Adore Her (1980), and Jokorame Lady, representing persistent
national holidays, such as Independence Day
and fluctuating communal trends. These include henna-dyed skin, locally crafted gold and silver
(September 22). By 1978, the enterprise was so
jewelry, and tailored attire made from locally woven and factory-printed cloth. Thus, in Sitou’s
successful that it funded Sitou’s journey to
portraits, traditional and modern, rural and urban, indigenous and foreign elements comfortably
Mecca (Hajj), thereafter earning him the covco-exist. Attesting to the mutual currency of each, they often appear side-by-side within a single
eted title “El Hadj.”
image, as in My Embroidered Boubou and Pretty Radio and I Adore Her.
Studio portraiture was not the only genre in which Tijani Sitou worked. During his career, he also
supplied photographic documentation for the police department and insurance companies in In essence then, portraits were commissioned to enhance the sitter’s physical appearance and
Mopti. Likewise, he frequented public and private venues such as hotels, restaurants, and homes social personae, rendering attractive and flattering self-depictions. Ideally, they would incite the
to record weddings and other celebrations, along with political and cultural events of the State. responses a ce ka nyi, “it is beautiful,” and i ka nyè tan, “you look beautiful like that.” However, of
However, he preferred studio work, where his artistry was most creatively expressed and where course, having one’s portrait made concerned more than being beautiful. Patrons wished to conhe spent the majority of his time. Consequently, these images comprise the bulk of his archive. vey their individual character and their intimate alliances in photographs, the local significance of
This exhibition consists entirely of portraits that were taken by Sitou during the apex of his ca- which can be best understood through a discussion of the complementary concepts of badenya
reer, from 1971 to 1989. With the exception of two images, Self-Portrait (1972, checklist no. 24) and fadenya—terms that arise from the most commonly spoken Malian language, Bamanankan.
and Son of Adrao (1976), all of the photographs were taken inside his studio.
Derived from concepts associated with polygamy, badenya literally translates as “mother-childFor his clients, portraiture provided an opportunity to commemorate special occasions, to pre- ness,” an idea that refers to the camaraderie, loyalty, and respect between children who have the
serve their latest fashions and trends on film, and to capture themselves looking their best. Don- same mother and father. Most directly, this notion emanates from sinjiya, the bond that is
ning new outfits, hairstyles, accessories, and perfume, they arrived at the studio with the desire formed between siblings who share the same breast milk, signifying a strong physical connection
as well as a spiritual or emotional one. By conto immortalize an idealized image of themselves. In See My Henna (1983, checklist no. 22), for
trast, fadenya is translated as “father-childexample, a young woman is shown wearing her finest jewelry, newly tailored dress, and matching
ness,” a concept that refers to the competition,
headscarf. The most striking feature of this attractive ensemble is her newly painted henna derivalry, and jealousy that often occurs between
sign, prominently displayed on her left palm. Particularly in urban and northern areas of Mali,
siblings who share a father but have different
women regularly have their hands and feet decorated with henna to celebrate important events.
mothers. At heart, it describes the competition
Likely, this woman commissioned her portrait to memorialize the marriage of a close friend or
among co-wives for a husband’s resources and
relative.
affection, which carries with it similar dynamics
among their offspring. Within the context of
As an artist, Sitou devised creative ways to visually emphasize and embellish these important
society at large, fadenya is understood as indiaspects in his portraits. In See My Henna, he brought the camera up close to the woman, emvidual competitiveness and the struggle to
ployed a low vantage point, and applied soft, luminescent lighting. In so doing, he created a flatbuild one’s own identity and reputation—traits
tering image that draws attention to the sitter’s face and surrounding accessories. To place furoften associated with youth. Badenya is interther emphasis on the decorative henna design, he positioned the woman in an elegant threepreted as communal cohesion and the quest
quarter pose with her palm resting on one side of her face, strategically open to the camera. This
for stability and harmony in social life, which
composition, used regularly for women, comprises one of his signature genres. Jokorame Lady
includes the supportive and reciprocal relation(1980), Fulani Woman (1983), and See My Henna illustrate variations of this type, representing
ships that exist between select friends, family
three among numerous exquisite examples that have been retained in his archive.
members, colleagues, and partners.
With the intent to flatter his clientele in glamorized portraits, Sitou was the first photographer in
town to supply cosmetics in his studio. In addition, he provided petroleum jelly to enhance the Sitou employed a variety of compositional strategies to assist his clients’ expression of badenya
smoothness and luminosity of his clients’ skin—an important aesthetic concern for both men and relationships and fadenya individuality in his portraits. To emphasize badenya in his studio photowomen. His skillful use of artificial studio lighting was another draw for patrons. He created light graphs of couples or groups, he presented individuals close together, often touching. In the case
that was bright enough to render skin paler—an aesthetic ideal for most of the population. Yet, it of the Three Little Friends and Raouf and Sunday—The Boxer (checklist no. 21), he arranged his
provided a soft, warm glow that modeled the face without a great deal of contrast. Sitou took patrons with their arms around the shoulders of their companions. Others he positioned in the
similar considerations into account in the darkroom, where achieving a lighter skin-tone and act of holding or shaking hands as in Badenya Handshake (1978). To more literally convey badenya connections in his portraits, he commissioned Malian artist Sidi Cissé to paint the words “Toi
Confident in his abilities after his training with Juppau, Sitou left Gao in 1970 to scout cities along
the Niger River for an ideal locale in which to open his own studio. He first visited Ségu, but he
found the market there flooded with photographers, so he continued southward to Bamako,
Mali’s capital city. In Bamako he was befriended by Malick Sidibé, today one of Africa’s most internationally renowned photographers, from whom he acquired most of his photographic equipment. Heeding Sidibé’s advice, Sitou soon moved on to Mopti, where he founded his studio,
Photo Kodak, in 1971, and quickly became one of the community’s most celebrated photographers.
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The Yorùbá spelling of his Arabic last name is Sitú. However, the Sitou family has come to use the French
spelling because that is how it appears in all of their official identification documentation issued in the francophone country of Mali.
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Malick Sitou, interview by author, 23 June 2004, Mopti, transcript.

Seydou Keïta, text by André Magnin and Youssouf Tata Cissé (Zurich: Scalo, 1997), 12; and You Look Beautiful Like That: The Portrait Photographs of Seydou Keïta and Malick Sidibé, text by Michelle Lamunière (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2001).

et Moi” (You and Me) and “Mon Coeur” (My Heart) on a heart-shaped board to frame sitters such
as the couple featured in the photograph In Love (1977, checklist no. 11). Sitou was the first photographer in Mopti to introduce this concept, which he learned as an apprentice at Juppau’s studio in Gao. By 1975 it had achieved enormous popularity among young couples and friends.
Through his formal orchestrations, Sitou was able to underscore fadenya concerns of personal
identity and reputation in individual portraits. Most consistently, he employed a low camera angle, forcing the viewer to look upward at the subject in a manner of respect and esteem. Among his most visually commanding and monumental fadenya images are the frontally oriented, pyramidal compositions of
elders such as Wealthy Marka Man (1989) and My Embroidered Boubou
and Pretty Radio (checklist no. 17).
Fadenya is most forcefully expressed, however, in Sitou’s portraits of
kamalenbaw, “playboys.” Exhibiting the latest fashions, these young
trendsetters often appear aloof to the camera (I Am Cool [1977]) or directly engage it (I’ve Got Everything [1980]). Directed by Sitou, they assume strong, dynamic postures and cool expressions, usually partially
obscured behind heavily tinted sunglasses. In I Am Adonis (checklist no.
8), I Am Pecos (1976), and I Am Cool, kamalenbaw are pictured with
accessories— cigarettes, pistols, and women’s platform shoes—that
suggest a rebellious attitude. In some instances, these individuals emulate popular fictional and real-life characters in their portraits, commonly
fadenya-oriented men who embodied fortitude, displayed an identifiably
unique style, and were respected for their stark individuality. For example, often with the aid of studio props, they could portray themselves as heroic protagonists in
Spaghetti Westerns (I Am Pecos) or as international icons such as Michael Jackson (Thriller
[1984]). In general, kamalenbaw portraits stress independent character and personal style with
the goal of being desired and envied.
Portraiture offered a means for individuals in Mopti to express their dreams and realities, to commemorate important events, and to capture aspects of their individual identity and intimate relationships over their lifetimes, preserving those moments for future remembrance. Thus, although
Sitou’s photographs are artistic creations, as commissioned images they were predominantly
personal items that were kept in family albums, placed in picture frames decorating the home, or

given as keepsakes and gifts to family and friends.
Until the early 1980s, the majority of these images were created in black and white. Patrons appreciated those prints because they were better able than those made with color technology to
withstand the climactic challenges of Mali’s heat and sunlight and therefore lasted longer. At the
time, black-and-white prints were also less expensive and more readily accessible than ones in
color. Like many photographers in Mali, Sitou preferred black-and-white
film and valued the artistry of the darkroom. However, in the early
1980s color became more fashionable in Mopti and was preferred by the
young clientele. But it was not yet a viable option; in that early period,
color film had to be mailed off for processing by companies like “Photo
Rush” in France, which required several weeks. A few years later, studio
businesses started to decline due to less expensive and more convenient
color technology, the advent of commercial laboratories, and the influx
of amateur “street” photographers who, free from the overhead of
costly rent, electricity, and taxation, could undersell studio prices by
more than thirty percent.
A handful of studios persevered, however, and Photo Kodak was one of
them. Tijani Sitou continued to work at his studio through the 1990s,
when African photography caught the attention of Western collectors,
dealers, and curators, and thereby gained much recognition in the international art world. By 1994, Mali’s capital inaugurated the continent’s
first festival of African photography—a biennial entitled “Rencontres de
la Photographie Africaine” (African Photography Meetings). In a small exhibition affiliated with
the festival’s second Bamako opening in 1996, portrait photographs by Tijani Sitou were on display in Ségu alongside those of two of his colleagues, Hamadou Bocoum (from Mopti) and Adama
Kouyaté (from Ségu).
Today, Sitou’s photographic legacy continues in the work of his sons, Malick and Ibrahim, who
have kept their father’s studio in business since his passing in 1999. Continuing the tradition of
his father and honoring his reputation as a model person, Malick has signed Sitou’s posthumous
prints with Oloóre, his Yorùbá nickname, meaning “Someone Who Does Good.”

Tijani Sitou Photographs Checklist
Note: All photographs are ink jet prints on 13 x 19-inch Museo Silver Rag paper. Original negatives were
digitally scanned and processed by Candace Keller and Malick Sitou at Indiana University, September
2006.
1. Badenya Handshake, 1978
2. Do You Hear Me?, 1980
3. Fulani Woman, 1983
4. God Is Great [Allah Akbar], 1980
5. Good-bye Friends [Au revoir les amis], 1976
6. Hello! Hello! [Allo! Allo!], 1978
7. I Adore Her [Je l’adore], 1980
8. I Am Adonis [Je suis l’homme Adonis], 1977
9. I Am Cool [Je suis cool], 1977
10. I Am Pecos [Je suis Pecos], 1976
11. In Love, 1977
12. I’ve Got Everything [J’ai tout], 1980
13. Jokorame Lady [Femme Diokorame], 1980
14. Kids of Mamadou Zerom [Les trios jeunes frères Mossi], 1974
15. Look at My Braids [Regardez-ma tresse], 1980
16. My Amulets [Mes amulettes protective], 1977
17. My Embroidered Boubou and Pretty Radio [Mon boubou brodé et ma jolie radio], 1978
18. My Family [Ma famille], 1977
19. My New Clothes, 1978
20. Pele of Mopti[Pele de Mopti], 1983
21. Raouf and Sunday—the Boxer, 1981
22. See My Henna [Regardez-mon henne], 1983
23. Self-Portrait, 1971
24. Self-Portrait, 1972
25. Son of Adrao, 1976
26. They All Belong to Me [Toutes m’appartient], 1978
27. Thinking of You [Je pense à toi], 1977
28. Three Little Friends [Les trios petites amies], 1984
29. Thriller, 1984
30. Wealthy Marka Man, 1989
31. Young Man Relaxing [Jeune homme reposante], 1978
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